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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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HuddleHouse 8 Chat Road Leadington, 63601

Condiment cooler 32 Cold hold tomatoes, sour cream at grill 45, 38

Delfield cooler, freezer 36, 10 Sausage from grill 202

Hot hold grits, gravy 159, 180 Under counter cooler near waffle makers 38

Refrigerated drawers ambient 40 Walk-in cooler, freezer 32, 0

Raw chicken and sausage in drawers 44, 44

4-501.114
C

3-501.16B

4-702.11
4-501.11

4-301.12

Sanitizer was not detected in the sanitizer bucket present at the east end of the cook line.
Chemical sanitizers shall be at a concentration sufficient to sanitize surfaces. Please change the
sanitizer solution as often as necessary to maintain adequate sanitizere concentrations.
Raw chicken and raw sausage were measured at 44F in the refrigerated drawer at the cook line.
Potentially hazardous foods held refrigerated shall be held at 41F or less. Please repair the
drawers to hold food temperatures at 41F or less.
The facility hot water sanitizer located at the cook line is not reaching sanitation temperatures.
SFCHC and facility thermal labels were both used to check the function of the equipment. A large
amount of water pours from the top cover of the unit when operated. The discharge from the top
of the unit flows onto adjacent drainboards and into the rinse sink. The unit temperature dials are
not functioning. Utensils and food contact surfaces of equipment shall be sanitized before use
and after cleaning. Discontinue use of this equipment until it has be repaired or replaced.
Employees were observed spraying soiled dishes with the hand sprayer and then placing the
dishes into the hot water sanitizer (which is not functioning), at the cook line ware washing area.
The dishes were not being washed, nor sanitized. Employees intended to place bus tubs at the
ware washing area and wash and sanitize in the tubs. I have instructed staff not to do this. Until
the sanitizer has been repaired or replaced; wash, rinse and sanitize ALL food equipment in the
three compartment sink.

6-5-18

6-301.12

4-501.11B

3-305.11A

4-601.11A

5-205.15B

There were no paper towels in the dispenser at the hand wash sink on the cook line. Paper
towels shall be provided at hand wash sinks. Please provide paper towels.
A wad of paper towels was wedged between the Vanto oven door and the adjacent refrigerator
because the oven door will not stay closed on it's own. Equipment shall be in good repair. Please
repair the oven door.
Carafes of syrup were stored in pooled water on a tray at the east end of the cook line. Food shall
be protected from sources of contamination. The syrup carafes are stored in the water to prevent
accumulation of dried syrup. Discontinue this practice and clean the outside of the carafes with a
sanitizer cloth.
Food residue was observed inside the Delfield freezer. Nonfood contact surfaces shall be kept
free of an accumulation of dust, dirt, food residue and debris. Please clean the interior of the
freezer.
The indirect drain from the rinse sink at the cook line ware washing area is miss-aligned with the
floor drain. As a result, water flows directly onto the floor and then into a nearby floor sink. A
plumbing system shall be in good repair. Please conduct waste water into the floor drain while
maintaining an air gap.
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These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.
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These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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5-203.14

3-501.18

The hand sprayer at the cook line ware washing area was observed lying in a container of dirty
water. The faucet which supplies this sprayer is provided with an integral vacuum breaker. The
vacuum breaker has been wrapped with a SaniCloth towel. The towel is soiled and slimy.
According to the employees, this has been done because water shoots out of the vacuum breaker
when the sink is on. A plumbing system shall be installed to preclude backflow into the municipal
water system. Repair the integral vacuum breaker and devise a way to prevent the sprayer from
lying in the basin. Remove the soiled cloth and clean the area.
Baked potatoes stored in the cook line cooler had a discard date of 6/4. Food that is past it's
discard date shall be discarded. COS by discarding the potatoes.

6-26-18

COS

5-205.15B

6-501.12A

6-501.11

4-203.11B

6-301.12

5-205.15B

Water is leaking from the bottom of the rinse basin at the cook line ware washing area. Plumbing
shall be in good repair. Please repair the leak.
An accumulation of mold was observed on the backsplash and wall at the cook line ware washing
area. Physical facilities shall be cleaned as often as necessary to keep clean. Please thoroughly
clean and disinfect this entire area.
The cove molding below the ware washing area is either missing or unattached from the wall.
This area is subject to nearly constant moisture. Physical facilities shall be maintained in good
repair. Please replace/repair the cove molding in this area to prevent deterioration of the wall and
to present a cleanable surface.
The bi-metal food thermometer in use at the cook line indicated a temperature of 112F at ambient
room temperatures. Food thermometers shall be accurate to within two degrees F. This
thermometer was not able to be calibrated and was discarded. COS by providing a new food
thermometer.
Paper towels were not available at the hand wash sink in the back room area. A sanitary means
of hand drying shall be provided at hand wash sinks. COS by providing paper towels.
The water supply hose from the faucet to the Sink Rite chemical dispenser above the three
compartment sink is deteriorated and sloughing off into the basins of the sink. A plumbing system
shall be in good repair. Please replace this piece of hose.
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4-901.11

6-303.11

Metal pans were wet nested on the clean storage shelf in the back room. After cleaning and
sanitizing, food equipment shall be air dried. Please ensure that equipment is dry before nesting.
Lighting is insufficient in the dry storage area at the rear entry. There are two fixtures in this area
with four bulbs total. Only one of the four bulbs is working. One of the fixtures has been broken
and mended with clear plastic tape. Lighting shall be sufficient for operation. Please replace all
dead bulbs and replace the broken fixture.
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